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it is a devine hymn. it praises the lotus face of devi lalitha. it is a great stotra (hymn which praises) one needs to
hear in the morning or evening (prayer time). and one can sing it while doing samarpanam (reciting grace) or
chanting araka devatas (the 1000 names of a godess). in nandagiri, karnataka there is a hill called niladri (the clear
or stainless hill, as it is pure) its name is inferred from the story of kamadeva's (kama's) love for a nymph (sati)
named niladri. the serenity and beauty of niladri brings consolation and solace to the devotees. the hill is a great
venue for shiva worship. hence, the area is also called as shiva betta niladri, meaning mountain of shiva. the
serene beauty of niladri conjures a sense of devotion and hope, especially for the seekers of serenity and hope.
nandi (the devotee's vehicle) is now relocated to the niladri temple. this is one of the 108 durga visisthanam stotras
(praise hymns) which are great means to invoke the tutelary goddess into one's life (they help to attain the vision
of the goddess) its name means: " the lord of the lotus of the eyes" in this stotra, "niladri" is devi's personal "lotus
of the eyes". the nandi serenity in the niladri hill, karnataka and the nitya-guests (daily worshipers) in the temple
invokes a sense of devotion and hope, especially for the seekers of serenity and hope. if you have been wondering
about how to do sriram bhajans, it is really not that hard. with sriram bhajans, you just need to create a melody and
harmony to the name. sri ram is the name of lord rama while sathyadev is lord shiv. they are the two most well-
loved deities in hinduism.
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